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A textbook is not written as most of our teachers, educators and writers of textbook 

writers panel think. These are rather designed to cope with the curriculum and the 

learning patterns of the students in general. Planning of textbook designing thus includes an 

overall planning: having curriculum, content, biological and psychological implications, 

content planning, having facts, concepts, skills, values, attitudes to be included in the text; 

assignments: reading, writing, calculation, practices etc. to be included on teachable parts in 

the textbook; structure planning with problem-solving, cause and effect, compare and 

contrast, heading-subheading arrangement; then there is language planning; vocabulary to 

be used, discourse (direct discourse or indirect as meta discourse, symbols and alternate 

genres to be used; activities, question, projects, intellectual and functional engagements of 

the learners, teaching points for teachers and then illustrations

1TEXTBOOK DESIGN

In order to create a healthy sensation in the children's brain, we should produce an 
eye catching look of the textbook title, chapter profiles and other contents, so that 
the contents of the book attract their concentration and interest.  

Eye catching title or chapter profile produces a stable perception  and remain in the 
brain as a long term memory.

EYE CATCHING  PRESENTATION
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THE ELEMENTS OF DESIGN

1. Point

2. Line

3. Form, Shape and Space

4. Movement

  If there are two points, immediately the eye will make a connection.  Gestalt is the 

fundamental tool. Gestalt theory developed in the 1920s in Germany. The term describes a 

number of concepts that the eye/mind use to group points into meaning. These include 

Closure, in which the mind supplies missing pieces to complete the image--.

 A second concept is continuity-- this describes the tendency to "connect the dots" and so 

accept separate parts or points as part of a contour or form. It is hard to resist, for example, the 

compulsion to see two dots as implying a line, or three as framing a triangle. Similarity 

describes the tendency to see and group objects of similar shape or color. Proximity results in 

a tendency to group points or objects that are close to one another relative to less proximate in 

the visual field. Alignment, either along edges of the objects or points or through their centers, 

will persuade us see them as a contour. 

     A line is a mark made by a moving point and having psychological impact according to 

its direction, weight, and the variations in its direction and weight. It is an enormously useful 

and versatile graphic device that is made to function in both visual and verbal ways. It can act 

as a symbolic language, or it can communicate emotion through its character and direction. 

For example, calligraphy, maps, plans, Graphs in Horizontal (feeling of rest or repose) , 

Vertical (loftiness and spirituality) , Diagonal (movement or direction) , in combination 

(stability and solidity) , Curved (comfort, safety, familiarity, relaxation) lines. 

Two dimensional and three dimensional, organic or geometric, realistic or abstract, 

positive or negative.    

       The element that operates in the fourth dimension, i.e. time is called movement. 

Movement is the process of relocation of objects in space over time. We can speak of movement 

as literal or compositional. Compositional movement may be classified as static: that is, 

movement of the eye that jumps and hops between separate components of the image, 

attracted by similarities and simply shifting to shapes with related shape or color. Dynamic 
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movement is characterized by movement of the eye that flows smoothly from one area of the 

composition to another, guided by continuations of line or form, and by gradations of color or 

form.

              Any given color can be described in terms of its value and hue. Hue is just the pure 

spectrum colors. Value is the relative lightness or darkness of a color. Some of the effects of 

color occur only in the eye and brain of the viewer, and are not physical properties of light 

waves or pigment. These illusions, however, are very powerful, and have enormous impact on 

our responses to color.  

 Underlying structure that organizes surfaces or structures in a consistent, regular 

manner. Pattern can be described as a repeating unit of shape or form, but it can also be 

thought of as the "skeleton" that organizes the parts of a composition. The modes: Flow, 

Branching, Spiral, Packing and Cracking.

The quality of an object which we sense through touch is called texture. It exists as a 

literal surface we can feel, but also as a surface we can see, and imagine the sensation might 

have if we felt it. kinds: Bristly, rough, and hard -- this is what we usually think of as texture, but 

texture can also be smooth, cold and hard , too. Smooth, soft, and/or warm and wet or dry.

      Symmetrical balance can be described as having equal "weight" on equal sides of a 

centrally placed fulcrum. It may also be referred to as formal balance. When the elements are 

arranged equally on either side of a central axis, the result is Bilateral symmetry. This axis may 

be horizontal or vertical. 

             It is the relative size and scale of the various elements in a design. The issue is the 

relationship between objects, or parts, of a whole. This means that it is necessary to discuss 

proportion in terms of the context or standard used.

 5. Color

 6. Pattern

 7. Texture

1. Balance

2. Proportion

THE PRINCIPLES OF DESIGN

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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3. Rhythm

4. Emphasis   

5. Unity

6. Contrast

7. Alignment

8. Repetition

      This is a timed movement through space; an easy, connected path along which the eye 

follows a regular arrangement of motifs. The presence of rhythm creates predictability and 

order in a composition.

       This is a point of focus, or interruption. It marks the locations in a composition which 

most strongly draw the viewers attention. Usually there is a primary, or main, point of 

emphasis, with perhaps secondary emphases in other parts of the composition.

   The underlying principle that summarizes all of the principles and elements of design 

is called unity. It refers to the coherence of the whole, the sense that all of the parts are working 

together to achieve a common result; a harmony of all the parts. 

             In order for your page layout to be visually appealing and to keep the readers interest, 

you should have contrast on your pages. Notice the use of contrast on this page, color, font size, 

font style, and bold headings. Use a contrasting type for headings; keep the headings very 

different from the body type. Don't go overboard, use one type for the body copy and a 

different one for the headings.  Consider a newspaper and how the headings are larger and 

bolder.  

            Choose one justification and stick to it. As a rule, center justification will give the 

page layout a formal look.  Left justification will give your book a more conservative 

professional look.  Full justification within the layout will give your book a clean orderly 

look. With full justification, your headings could be either left, right, or centered on the 

page.

        Create a sense of unity throughout your book  by adding a few visual elements that you 

like, then repeat them throughout your book. Look through some of your favorite books to see 

what they have used on the pages; you may get some inspiration. Perhaps a decorative 

ornament under the heading of each chapter, or a decorative drop cap to start each chapter 

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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might give your book a special look. 

       A designer may use Typography, Visual Arts, and Page Layout techniques to produce 

the final result. Graphic design often refers to both the process (designing) by which the 

communication is created and the products (designs) which are generated. 

       The way of arrangement and presentation of the three Elements of textbook:

1. Title page and name of the author(s). 

2.          Copyright page.

3. Summary or table of contents.

4. Preface or introduction, or both.

The whole text, divided into chapters and sub-chapters, Illustrations, boxes, tables, 

graphs, footnotes, exercises/activities, sets of questions, summaries, keys and answers, with 

details about illustrations and other elements.

1. All the appendices.,

2. A glossary of definitions.

3. An index of illustration.

4. An index of author and subject matter. 

5. A bibliography and list of references.

1.1 Select the kinds of organizing content ideas.

1.2 List all of the important organizing content ideas.

1.3 Arrange the organizing content ideas into an elaborative sequence and group    into 

chapters.

1.4Allocate organizing content of chapters.

DESIGNING TOOLS

DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT PROCEDURE

TEXTBOOK DESIGN COMPONENTS

1.  Select and sequence the organizing content ideas.

1. Front Matter

2. Body of the Text and layout

3. End Matter, where applicable

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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2.  Select the supporting content for each chapter and sequence all content 

within each     

3.  Select strategies for relating new knowledge to prior student knowledge: 

4.  Select the review strategies:

5.  Select micro strategies for each idea:

6.  Write the remaining strategy components:

7.  Decide how to format all of the instruction:

     chapter:

2.1 List all of the important supporting content ideas for each chapter.

2.2 Sequence both the organizing and supporting content within each chapter.

3.1 Decide what within chapter synthesizers to include and where.

3.2 Decide what cumulative synthesizers to include and where.

3.3 Decide what student experiences can be used as instances.

3.4 Decide what analogies to include and where.

3.5 Decide what motivational components to include and where.

4.1 Decide which content ideas should be included in within chapter reviews.

4.2 Decide where to put cumulative reviews and what to put in them.

5.1 Select the appropriate micro model for each idea or fact.

5.2 Decide on the appropriate level of richness for that model.

5.3 Write the test items and the primary and secondary strategy components for           

each idea.

6.1 Write the integrative test items.

6.2 Write the synthesizers.

6.3 Write the reviews.

6.4 Write the analogies.

6.5 Write any remaining motivational components.

7.1 Separate and label all ideas and strategy components.

7.2 Format other aspects of the instruction.

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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TEXTBOOK DESIGN MODEL

(A) Teaching/Learning Strategies

 The numerous teaching/learning strategies features in this text are designed both to 

stimulate student interest and to provide constant reinforcement throughout the learning 

process. 

• Preview briefly describes the purpose and scope of the chapter.

• Objectives articulate the chapter's learning goals at the application level or higher.

• Questions to Consider stimulate students to think about their personal viewpoint or 

experience of the topics and issues discussed in the chapter.

• serve as quick locators for topics in the chapter and a convenient 

study/review aid. Margin annotations always appear in bold italic type in the margins 

of every chapter.

•

to Know" at the end of the "Chapter Checklist." Definitions appear in the Glossary at the 

end of the text.

•  stimulate students to think critically about how to apply chapter content to 

the workplace and other "real world" situations. They provide experiential 

reinforcement of key leading and managing skills. Exercises always appear in yellow 

boxes within the margins of every chapter and are numbered sequentially to facilitate 

using them as assignments or activities.

• R  illustrate the relevance and 

applicability of current scholarship to practice. Perspectives always appear in green 

boxes with an "open book" logo.

•  contain lists, tools such as forms and worksheets, and other information 

relevant to chapter content that students would find useful and interesting. Boxes 

appear on a pale orange background in every chapter.  

Chapter Opener Elements

Elements within the Chapters

Margin Annotations 

Glossary Terms

Exercises

esearch, Theory, and Literature Perspectives

Boxes

 appear in bold type in every chapter. They are also listed in the "Terms 

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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(B) End of Chapter Elements

 (C) Other Teaching/Learning Strategies

•  summarize key concepts from the chapter in both paragraph and 

itemized list form. A list of glossary "Terms to Know" is included as an additional 

study/review aid.

•  provide the student with a list of key sources for 

further reading on topics found in the chapter.

       contains a comprehensive list of definitions of all boldfaced terms 

used in the chapters. As a further study aid, each definition ends with a cross-reference 

indicating the page number (s) in which that term is discussed

Chapter Checklists

References and Suggested Readings

 End-of-Text Glossary

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators

URDU DESIGN MODEL

                                                (Example for language courses)

1.     Pre-lesson,                                            2. Pre-listening /speaking,

3. For listening/speaking,                      4. Pre-reading,

5. For reading (part.1),                         6. Comprehension activities,

7. Questions,                          8. Learning activities,             

9. Pre-reading (part.2),                           10. For reading,

11. Thematic/Morale,                               12. Questions, interaction,

13.  Important points/Repeat,               14. Language learning,

15. Additional reading,                        16. Pre-writing

17. Writing,                                   18. Research/Seminar/Discussion,

      19. Interactive elements,                           20. Student's diary

21. Behavioral change from the lesson.
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GRAPHIC DESIGN ENHANCES TRANSFER OF KNOWLEDGE

 is enhanced by improving the visual presentation of text. 

               It is a creative process –usually completed in conjunction with producers of form (i.e., 

printers, programmers, sign makers, etc.) – undertaken in order to convey a specific message 

(or messages) to a targeted audience. (Here --- students). The term "graphic design" can also 

refer to a number of artistic and professional disciplines that focus on visual communication 

and presentation.

                The field as a whole is also often referred to as Visual Communication or 

Communication Design. Various methods are used to create and combine words, symbols, and 

images to create a visual representation of ideas and messages.

                Graphic design often refers to both the process (designing) by which the 

communication is created and the products (designs) which are generated.

Readability

Chapter 1 Textbook Design Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators

Relationships between design elements and linkages
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                The arrangement of type involves the selection of typefaces, point sizes, line length, 

leading (line spacing), adjusting the spaces between groups of letters (tracking) and adjusting 

the space between pairs of letters (kerning).

• In traditional typography, text is composed to create a readable, coherent, and visually 

satisfying whole that works invisibly, without the awareness of the reader.

1. Legibility is primarily to ensure that each individual character or glyph is unambiguous 

and distinguishable from all other characters in the font. Legibility is also in part the concern 

of the typographer to select a typeface with appropriate clarity of design for the intended use 

at the intended size. In Arabic/Urdu script Ligature is the tool of legibility. It makes a lot of 

difference. Decorative Typography is now a tool of word processing. It affects legibility as well 

as readability in both the positive and negative ways.

 is primarily the intended result of the complete process of presentation of 

textual material in order to communicate meaning as unambiguously as possible. A reader 

should be assisted in navigating around the information with ease, by optimal inter-letter, 

inter-word and particularly inter-line spacing, coupled with appropriate line length and 

position on the page, careful editorial “chunking” and choice of the text architecture of titles, 

folios, and reference links.

               Studies of both legibility and readability have examined a wide range of factors 

including type size and type design. 

• In a book, the page on the left side is called the verso page and the page on the right side 

is called the recto page. The verso and the recto (the facing pages) together form what is 

TYPOGRAPHY

Type External Representation

Page in Typography

2. Readability

2TEXTBOOK LAYOUT
(Typography, Visual Arts, Page Layout)
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referred to as a spread.

• The first page of an English-language book is typically a recto page, and the reader flips 

the pages from right to left. In right-to-left languages (Arabic, and Persian, Urdu and 

other Pakistani Languages, plus Chinese and Japanese when written vertically), the 

first page is verso and the reader flips the pages from left to right.

• The process of placing the various text and graphical elements on the page in a visually 

organized way is called page layout, and the relative lightness or darkness of the page is 

referred to as its color.

• In book typography, a “typical page” refers to a master design of a page, designed by the 

graphic designer or the  typographer of a book, that illustrates how similar pages in the 

same book can achieve a level of visual consistency. To help maintain the desired 

consistency, the typical page may employ a grid system.

• The pages appearing before the main text of a book (including the title page, preface, 

table of contents, etc.) are collectively called the front matter and those appearing after 

the main text (appendices, colophon, etc.), the back matter.

                These are the art forms that create works which are primarily visual in nature, and 

often modern visual arts photography, and) and architecture.

 A “work of visual art” is —

(1) a painting, drawing, print or sculpture, existing in a single copy, 

     (2) a still photographic image produced for exhibition purposes only.

                A work of visual art does not include —

(I)   any poster, map, globe, chart, technical drawing, diagram, model, 

applied art, motion picture or other audiovisual work, book, 

magazine, newspaper, periodical, data base, electronic information 

service, electronic publication, or similar publication;

(ii)  any merchandising item or advertising, promotional, descriptive, 

covering, or packaging material or container;

(iii)    any portion or part of any item described in clause (i) or (ii). 

THE VISUAL ARTS

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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     Visual arts include works which are primarily visual in nature using anything from 

traditional media, to photography or computer generated art.

          There are numerous approaches or "compositional techniques" to achieving a sense of 

unity within an artwork, depending on the goals of the artist. Conventional composition can 

be achieved by utilizing a number of techniques:

            The Rule of Third is a guideline commonly followed by visual artists. The objective is 

to stop the subject(s) and areas of interest (such as the horizon) from bisecting the image, 

by placing them near one of the lines that would divide the image into three equal columns 

and rows, ideally near the intersection of those lines.

Compositional Techniques

1. Rule of Thirds

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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2. Rule of Odds

3. Rule of Space

centre of interest 

direction

subject

moving

bisections

contrast,

prominent

horizon line

• The "rule of odds" states that by framing the object of interest in an artwork with an 

even number of surrounding objects, it becomes more comforting to the eye, thus 

creates a feeling of ease and pleasure. It is based on the assumption that humans tend to 

find visual images that reflect their own preferences/wishes in life more pleasing and 

attractive.

• An image of a person surrounded/framed by two other persons, for instance, where 

the person in the center is the object of interest in that image/artwork, is more likely to 

be perceived as friendly and comforting by the viewer, than an image of a single person 

with no significant surroundings.

• The “rule of space” applies to artwork (photography, advertising, illustration) 

picturing object(s) to which the artist wants to apply the illusion of movement, or 

which is supposed to create a contextual bubble in the viewer's mind.

• This can be achieved, for instance, by leaving white space in the direction the eyes of a 

portrayed person are looking, or, when picturing a runner, adding white space in front 

of him rather than behind him to indicate movement.

• There should be a or focus in the work, to prevent it becoming a 

pattern in itself;

• The  followed by the viewer's eye should lead the viewer's gaze around all 

elements in the work before leading out of the picture; 

• The  should not be facing out of the image; 

• A  subject should have space in front;

• Exact  of the picture space should be avoided;

• Small, high  elements have as much impact as larger, duller elements; 

• The  subject should be off-centre, unless a symmetrical or formal 

composition is desired, and can be balanced by smaller satellite elements;

• The  should not divide the art work in two equal parts but be positioned to 

emphasize either the sky or ground; showing more sky if painting is of clouds, sun 

rise/set, and more ground if a landscape. 

Other Techniques:

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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PAGE LAYOUT

              It is the part of graphic design that deals in the arrangement and style treatment of 

elements (content) on a page.

              Grids and Templates are page layout design patterns.

•  A grid is a set of guidelines, able to be seen in the design process and invisible to the 

end-user/audience, for aligning and repeating elements on a page. A page layout may 

or may not stay within those guidelines, depending on how much repetition or variety 

the design style in the series calls for. Grids are meant to be flexible. Using a grid to lay 

out elements on the page may require just as much or more graphic design skill than 

that which was required to design the grid. 

• In contrast, a template is more rigid. A template involves repeated elements mostly 

visible to the end-user/audience. Using a template to lay out elements usually involves 

less graphic design skill than that which was required to design the template. 

Templates are used for minimal modification of background elements and frequent 

modification                 (or swapping) of foreground content.

 The page layout aspect of graphic design deals with the arrangement of elements 

(content) on a page, such as image placement, and text layout and typographical style. 

Beginning from early illuminated pages in hand-copied books of the Middle Ages and 

proceeding down to intricate modern magazine and catalogue layouts, structured page 

design has long been a consideration in printed material. With print media, elements usually 

consist of type (text), images (pictures), and occasionally place-holder graphics for elements 

that are not printed with ink such as embossing etc. 

• A set of principles in the field of book design used to describe the ways that page 

proportions, margins and type areas (print spaces) of books are constructed.

• The notion of canons, or laws of form, of book page construction was popularized by 

Jan Tschichold in the mid to late twentieth century, based on the work of Van de Graaf, 

Raul M. Rosarivo,, Hans Kayser, and others.

•  Typographers and book designers apply these principles to this day, with variations 

related to the availability of standardized paper sizes, and the diverse types of books.

Canons of Page Construction

Canons of Page Layout

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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• In medieval times when books were a rarity and publishing houses were few, 

considerable time and effort was put into achieving the perfect layout, with most 

printed works relating to the Golden Ratio.  

• The Golden Rectangle, which is based on the Golden Ratio, is considered to be the most 

beautiful shape in the world.  This is so for a reason.  Many forms in nature follow the 

Golden Ratio, from the proportions of the human face, to the branches of trees, the 

patterns of sunflower seeds, or the cross sections of sea shells. The Golden Ratio is 

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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found in ancient architecture and designs. 

• The Golden Ratio is expressed as (a+b)/a = a/b = φ.  It simply says that the sum of parts 

a and b are to the larger part a, what a itself is to the smaller part b.  Now, if a and b are 

taken to be quadrilaterals, the presence of two dimensions produces a curious 

phenomenon: the proportions of the rectangle b are identical to the proportions of the 

rectangle (a+b).  This is known as the Golden Rectangle.  It's recursive.  Therefore b is 

also a Golden Rectangle, and can be divided into c and d, where (c+d)/c=c/d.  And so on 

and so forth, ad infinitum. 

There was a design sometimes known as "the Secret Canon" that was used in many 

medieval incunabula. It was used by Gutenburg, for example, and features margins of 1/9, 2/9 

and a text area of the same proportions as the page.

• It is a historical reconstruction of a method that may have been used in book design to 

divide a page in pleasing proportions. This canon is also known as the "secret canon" 

used in many medieval manuscripts .

• The geometrical solution of the construction of Van de Graaf's canon, which works for 

The Van de Graaf canon 

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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any page width: height ratio, enables the book designer to position the text body in a 

specific area of the page. Using the canon, the proportions are maintained while 

creating pleasing and functional margins of size 1/9 and 2/9 of the page size. The 

resulting inside margin is one-half of the outside margin, and of proportions 2:3:4:6 

(inner: top: outer: bottom) when the page proportion is 2:3 (more generally 1:R:2:2R 

for page proportion 1:R). This method was discovered by Van de Graaf, and used by 

Tschichold and other contemporary designers; they speculate that it may be older.

The page proportions vary, most commonly used is the 2:3(1:1.5) proportion. In this canon 

the text area and page size are of same proportions, and the height of the text area equals 

the page width. This canon was popularized by Jan Tschichold in his book The Form of the 

Book.

Book Spread Example
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Textbook Spread Example

Golden canon

 Those with keen eyes will notice the title Global Locations sits on the 1/12th line, while 

our textblock starts at the 1/9th. Even keener ones will notice the margin between the 

subhead and the textblock is equal to our leading. It's this kind of little touch that helps 

separate ourselves from amateur and take a step toward professional.

Tschichold's "golden canon of page construction" is based on simple integer ratios, 

equivalent to Rosarivo's typographical divine proportion

Tschichold's "golden canon of page construction" here illustrated by a synthesis of 

Tschichold's figure thereof, with the diagonals and circle, combined with Rosarivo's 

construction by division of the page into ninths. These two constructions rely on the 2:3 page 

ratio to give a type area height equal to page width as demonstrated by the circle, and result in 

margin proportions 2:3:4:6. For other page ratios, Rosarivo's method of ninths is equivalent 

to van de Graaf's canon, as Tschichold observed.

               Medieval manuscript framework according to Tschichold, in which a text area 

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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proportioned near the golden ratio is constructed. "Page proportion is 2:3, text area 

proportioned in the Golden section.

                 The ratio of the width of the image to its height, expressed as two numbers separated by 

a colon.

• The most common aspect ratios in modern Photography, Film, TV. etc. are 4:3(=1.34:1), 

3:2(=1.5:1), and more recently being found is 16:9 (=1.77:1).

• The aspect ratio of human eyesight is probably 1.75:1 (= 5.25:3), if measured, the ratio 

of one of our eyes would probably be at 1.666:1.

                      (Approximation is 1.7:1 = 5.1:3)

• The Golden Area ratio of two pages open book is traditionally 1.5:1.(3:2).

• Paper size ratio is:

              30x20= 1.5:1          -and-        36x23= 1.57:1 

               We need a ratio app. to eyesight ratio,

                                                                    i. e.= 1.7:1

Image Aspect Ratio

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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Traditional Layout of Textbooks
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General  
Examples

New Trends

Text with 

illustrations
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Specimen Page
The 22nd Annual New York Book Show 2008 

 Second Place Book (Elementary Series)Award:

Chapter 2 Textbook Layout Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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3TEXTBOOK 
ILLUSTRATIONS

To Define Illustration

Characteristics of Good Illustration

                Any type of picture or decoration used in conjunction with a text to embellish its 

appearance or to clarify its meaning is called illustration.

                It is a displayed visualization form presented as a drawing, painting, photograph or 

other work of art that is created to elucidate or dictate sensual information (such as a 

story, poem or article) by providing a visual representation graphically.

               Technical illustrations can be component technical drawings or diagrams. Technical 

illustration in general aims "to generate expressive images that effectively convey certain 

information via the visual channel to the human observer".

              Illustration usually supports the main subject. Though its role is secondary it does not 

mean that illustration is not important. It compliments and accompanies the text or concept. 

              Illustration expands the meaning of a subject for the audience or the readers to 

understand the context and situation more clearly. 

(a)        How evocative is the illustration

• Consider affective and esthetic elements (human interest, emotional appeal).

(b)  The quality of the message transmitted

• Consider pedagogic motivation and precise objectives of information.

(c) Clarity and accuracy

• Consider faithfulness and lack of ambiguity in depicting what is described in the 

written text.

(d)       The cost of illustration

• Consider the budget of the publisher and the purchasing power of the customer.

 (Boxes, Maps, Charts, Graphs, Drawings, Diagrams, Sketches, Pictures)
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Selection of good illustration

Affecting Textbooks through Illustrations/Pictures 

Expanding the Role of the Illustration/Picture

· Self explanatory

· Simple and attractive

· Text related

· According to culture

· Not gender biased

· Four colour layout for primary level

· Two colour layout for middle and secondary level

Text books use pictures to help teach the content.

Make sure to include a caption explaining the pic and how it relates to your overall 

topic. Photographs of people, objects, and events, detailed drawings, labeled diagrams, 

simple line drawings, graphs, and charts can all be found in modem illustrated textbooks.

However gratifying it would be to think that pictures are selected on the basis of their 

instructional value, supported by empirical evidence; pictures are probably most often 

selected for more mundane reasons such as their attractiveness, cost, and availability. Yet, bits 

and pieces of relevant information from various sources can be used to offer some advice that 

will enable pictures to be included in textbooks on the basis of their instructional qualities 

rather than on their decorative qualities.

• With a little imagination, pictures can emerge from their traditional decorative role to a 

varied, dynamic, instructional element that can make a substantial contribution to the 

effectiveness of an instructional text. This role begins from imagination up to 

visualization. So from caricatures to real images.

• Not only can pictures repeat the information presented in the verbal portion of the text, 

but they also can provide additional information, particularly that which can be 

verbalized only with great difficulty. Since pictures are often remembered better than 

words, they can help ensure the retention of information.

•   Similarly, pictures can be used as bases for forming mental images which can also be 

used for information acquisition and retention. 
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•    Pictures can serve other instructional functions; they can stimulate recall of previous 

knowledge and abilities to better prepare students for the information to be presented 

in the text.

•    They can also provide an introduction to the new materials as well as a review of the 

material after it has been read.

The primary instructional function of directing attention to a picture at a particular 

moment is to place the picture in an appropriate context, thus reducing the number of 

possible interpretations. Viewing a picture of a third world family working together, while 

reading about extended families, will certainly result in a different set of interpretations than 

viewing the same picture during a section concerned with the economics of developing 

nations. 

             A proper place of a picture on a page from right to left scripts (Arabic/Urdu) is on the 

right side and the lower side on even page and on the left side and the upper side on the odd 

page. Vice versa to the left to right scripts (Roman/English).

• It is well established that picture interpretation is closely tied to individual experiences 

and expectations; even students with similar backgrounds and abilities do not always 

interpret a picture in the same manner. One possible explanation for this is that while 

looking at the same picture, each student may focus on a different aspect or component 

of that picture.  

• Picture preference pattern is remarkably stable for students of all ages. Generally, 

students seem to prefer photographs and realistic detailed drawings to the less 

realistic formats, such as line drawings. In one of the more comprehensive student 

picture preference studies examined the picture preferences of students in several 

different grades, from kindergarten through high school, and concluded that both 

children and young adults seem to have greatest preference for photographs and 

second greatest preference for realistic drawings. Similarly, college students also have 

a preference for more realistic formats.

Placement of /illustration/ /picture

Captions

Illustration/Picture Format 

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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Pictorial Complexity 

(simple to complex) 

• Variations in the types of lines, shapes, textures, spatial arrangements, and color can all 

increase the amount of detail represented, thus adding to pictorial complexity.

Determining the most appropriate level of pictorial complexity is a difficult task, for 

complexity is ever-changing and is dependent upon the developmental stage of the learners 

and their previous experiences with the subject matter. What seems terribly complex today 

may appear rather simple tomorrow. Yet, it seems that some complexity can often be safely 

added to pictures without reducing their effectiveness.

Fig 3.1: Adding pictorial elements increases complexity.

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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Dynamic Quality

Size

Figure 3.2 shows that the major elements of a picture can be represented as being static 

and somewhat lifeless, or as being in motion, involved with some activity. Thus, pictures of 

events would usually be more effective in instructional texts than would static pictures or 

portraits. A moving horse leaves better impact than a static one.

It is necessary to determine the size of the picture: should the picture be large? small? 

full page? half page? The importance of picture size grows when it is recognized how closely 

related are picture size and publication costs-as pictures increase in size, so does cost. 

Appropriate size is dependent on how much inspection time is available; as the amount 

of time available increases, picture size can be reduced. 

Fig. 3.2: Dynamic images are more interesting than static images

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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The relative size of the objects being represented may be more pertinent to the design 

of instructional texts than the actual size of the picture. Thus, it may be possible that details of 

the frog in Fig. 3.3 would be better remembered when the frog is placed adjacent to the spider 

than when placed next to the squirrel.

One of the most important, Yet least studied, issues related to the use of pictures to 

improve instructional textbooks is the placement of the picture relative to the written-text. 

For the most part, decisions regarding picture location have been based on aesthetic rather 

than instructional characteristics. The little that is known about the instructional 

implications of picture placement muse usually be extrapolated from studies that are 

basically unconcerned with the picture-text relationship.

Pictures can serve a useful function whether placed before or after a reading passage. 

When placed before, they can serve as an introduction or overview, preparing the reader for 

the content to follow. Similarly, when placed before a passage, a picture can serve as a bridge 

between the learner's previous experiences and the new content. Much as questions placed 

Picture Placement

Fig 3.3: The relative size of the frog may affect our ability to remember and recognize it.

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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after a reading passage seem to be somewhat more effective than those placed before the 

passage, there is a limited degree of evidence which suggests that pictures placed after a 

passage may cause the reader to covertly review the written text, resulting in increased 

retention when compared to pictures placed before the passage. In addition to basing 

placement decisions on aesthetic considerations, it is also possible to utilize information 

gained from an analysis of the functions to be served by the picture.

• To understand fully the spatial expression of syntactic or logical relationships in 

diagrams and charts, it is useful to apply the metaphor of "semantic distance." This 

term has rather special connotations for psychologists. However, in everyday usage, we 

refer to one concept being "closer to" a second concept than to a third, "more distant" 

concept. 

• For example, we might think of cats being "closer to" dogs than to aardvarks, by virtue 

of the fact that cats and dogs are domestic pets, while aardvarks are not. It is obvious 

that the property of being "closer" is conceptual rather than spatial in this case. 

However, diagrams and charts express this metaphorical proximity in literal spatial 

terms . Such relationships among concepts are known as principles. 

Boxes contain prominent text, figures, data, lists, tools such as forms and worksheets, 

and other information relevant to chapter content that students would find useful and 

interesting. Boxes should appear on a pale orange background in every chapter.

 Choose a text box to compose your first paragraph. (This should cover only ONE of your 

topics.)

 Choose a text box to compose your second paragraph. (This should cover only ONE of 

your topics.)

  Include at least one "Did you know?" section with some important facts. 

1)     two paragraphs of information

2)    one pic of information

3)    vocabulary section with definitions

4)    "Did you know" section of facts

               It is a very traditional way to illustrate text or picture to make something prominent or 

Spatial Logic

Box Illustration

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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exclusive or different to focus attention. Chunks of information, Maps, Charts, or Graphs, 

Tables, etc. are also depicted in boxes. Now proper techniques of illustration have taken place.

• It is a visual representation of an area—a symbolic depiction highlighting relationships 

between elements of that space such as objects, regions, and themes.

• An interesting map will no doubt engage a reader. Information richness or a map that is 

multivariate shows relationships within the map. Showing several variables allows 

comparison, which adds to the meaningfulness of the map. 

• This also generates hypothesis and stimulates ideas and perhaps further research. In 

order to convey the message of the map, the creator must design it in a manner which 

will aid the reader in the overall understanding of its purpose. 

• A good map has to provide a compromise between portraying the items of interest (or 

themes) in the right place for the map scale used, against the need to annotate that item 

with text or a symbol, which takes up space on the map medium and very likely will 

cause some other item of interest to be displaced.

Maps that are adorned with extra information for some specific purpose are often 

known as charts.

• A chart is a graphical representation of data, in which "the data is represented by 

symbols, such as bars in a bar chart, lines in a line chart, or slices in a pie chart". A chart 

can represent tabular numeric data, functions or some kinds of qualitative structures.

The term "chart" as a graphical representation of data has multiple meanings:

• A data chart is a type of diagram or graph, that organizes and represents a set of 

numerical or qualitative data. 

• Charts are often used to ease understanding of large quantities of data and the 

relationships between parts of the data. Charts can usually be read more quickly than 

the raw data that they are produced from. They are used in a wide variety of fields, and 

can be created by hand (often on graph paper) or by computer using a charting 

application.

Maps

Charts and /Graphs
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Types of Charts

Common Charts

Four of the most common charts are:

• A histogram consists of tabular frequencies, shown as adjacent rectangles, erected 

over discrete intervals (bins), with an area equal to the frequency of the observations in 

the interval. 

• A bar chart is a chart with rectangular bars with lengths proportional to the values that 

they represent. The bars can be plotted vertically or horizontally. 

• A pie chart shows percentage values as a slice of a pie. 

• A line chart is a two-dimensional scatter plot of ordered observations where the 

observations are connected following their order. 

A tree map where the areas of the rectangles correspond to values. Other 

dimensions can be represented with color or hue.
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There are also some other charts:   Some are called Structure or Schema/ Schemata 

charts

• The word schema comes from the Greek word "σχήμα" (skhēma), which means shape, 

or more generally, plan. The plural is "σχήματα" (skhēmata). In English, both schemas 

and schemata are used as plural forms.

 Schema may refer to:

• Model/ abstract 

• Diagram

• Schema( Psychology) a mental set or representation. 

• Schema (Kant's Philosophy) the referencing of a category to a sense impression 

through time.

Tables have played a very important role. Inventories of various sorts form a large 

proportion of what remains of very early writings. Tables are used for comparison.

             Whenever people use a table, they nearly always have to do at least three things: 

• grasp the logical principles on which the information has been organized;

• find the required information within the table; and

• interpret the information once it has been found.

• A visual art that makes use of any number of drawing instruments to mark a two-

dimensional medium. Common instruments include pencil, pen and ink, brushes, wax 

color pencils, crayons, charcoals, chalk, pastels, markers, stylus, or various metals like 

silver point. An artist who practices or works in drawing may be referred to as a 

draughtsman or draftsman.

• A small amount of material is released onto the two dimensional medium which leaves 

a visible mark—the process is similar to that of painting. The most common support 

for drawing is paper, although other materials such as cardboard, plastic, leather, 

canvas and board, may be used. Temporary drawings may be made on a blackboard or 

whiteboard, or indeed almost anything.

Schema/ Schemata

Table Charts

Drawings
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•  Drawing (verb) is the act of making marks on a surface so as to create an image, form or 

shape. 

• The produced image is also called a drawing (noun). A quick, unrefined drawing may be 

defined as a sketch. 

 The manipulation of the human form for satiric purposes; has been around in Western 

Art almost as long as Western Art. 

  Many of the world's great artists such as Michelangelo and Leonardo have done 

caricature. Caricature started as a derogatory and degrading form of artistic expression, but 

with the Twentieth century and it's craving for any form of entertainment, the caricature took 

on more of a light-hearted approach. Lower Level textbooks may be illustrated more with 

these elements.

Clipart Caricatures and Cartoons

Specimen Page

Chapter 3 Textbook Illustrations Guidelines for textbooks designers & illustrators
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Specimen Page
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Specimen Page
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eT xtbooks are the most complex e-book that there is out there, with everything from 

pagination, notation, searching and indexing, copy/paste, the ability to post to social 

media, and then multimedia like video, audio, pictures, and slideshows… An e-textbook has to 

put them all in one package and do them well.

Students can read multiple textbooks (or other sources) simultaneously, and they're 

able to highlight and take notes from right within the software. Even more importantly, any 

notes or highlights you make are completely searchable. So, if you've highlighted an important 

paragraph on page 12 of chapter 4 in Some Book, well, you can easily pull it up long after 

you've turned off your computer.

AN INTRODUCTION TO 
E-TEXTBOOK DESIGNING
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In an ideal world, you'd be able to have all of your textbooks on your laptop, as well as 

any notes or assignments or whatever that otherwise would be scattered all over your 

Desktop. The less textbooks you have to carry the less of a chance you have of your back giving 

out as you walk to class.

            The structural components of children e-book are:

Book = {Front Section, Main Section, Back Section}

Front Section = {Title page, Verso page, Table of Content}

Main Section = {Chapter i} for " i Î N , where N = [1,2,3…]

Chapter i = {Page i} for " i Î N , where N = [1,2,3…]

Page i = {Header,Paragraph j} for j £ 5 and " i Î N ,where N = 1,2,3…]

Paragraph j = {Text , Graphics} for j £ 5 and f = font where f > size 14 and f = [san serif](f)

Back Section = {Back cover}

The Page Model 
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In the above definitions, main section can have as many chapters as required and in 

each chapter there are no limit to the number of required pages. However, in each page, the 

number of paragraphs for children textbooks (including images) is frequently less than five, 

with an average of three. Text used in each page should have font size larger than 14 with types 

in the category of san serif.

The content presentation components of children e-book should include activities as 

described earlier. Four different presentation modes in each page are proposed. Content in 

any page is presented by using four objects and these objects contain programs with activities 

that support the seven intelligences. In order to do this, the definition of Page i = {Header, 

Paragraph j} above needs to be changed to:

Page i = {Contents, Objects} 

for " i Î N ,where N = N um of pages = [1,2,3…]

Contents = {Header, Paragraph j} for j £ 5

Paragraph j = {Text, Graphics} for j £ 5

Objects = {Object A, Object B, Object C, Object D}

Object A = {Graphic page, Program G } for " i = [1,2,3…] and i Î GPi

where GP = {animation programs, draw and paint programs, spatial problem solving 

games, clip art programs and etc.}

Object B = {Talking page, Program T } for " i = [1,2,3…] and i Î TPi

where TP = {story telling, sing along activities, making music, music listening, etc.} 

Object C = {Hypermedia page, Program H } for " i = [1,2,3…] and i Î HPi

where HP = {word processing programs, typing tutors, desktop publishing programs, 

interactive storybooks, word Games, mathematical skills tutorials, logic games, science 

programs, critical thinking programs, hands-on construction kits that interface with 

computers, motion-simulation games, eye-hand co-ordination games, tools that plug 

into computers, any self-paced program, digital diary,etc.} 

Object D = {Web page, Program W } for " i = [1,2,3…]i

and i Î HP

where HP = {email software, electronic bulletin boards, one-one games, many-many 
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games, chatting programs, etc.} 

**Note: 

Program refers to the kind of technology appropriate for an activity

G = graphical, T= Talking, H = Hypermedia, W = Web

Figure 3: An example of printed textbook page
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                   The objective of the page is to teach children about family and family values. We 

present here some activities for graphic and talking page.

Object A  = {Graphic page, Program G , Program G , Program G }1 2 3

Graphic page = Display printed page as it is. However, add more family types graphics. 

Include also a family chart to illustrate the connection between 

members of families

Program G = ask users to draw their parents pictures using drawing and painting 1  

program.

Program G = provide a family picture and ask users to paint them.2  

Program G = allow users to manipulate the family picture.3  

Object B  = {Talking page, Program T , Program T }1 2

Talking page  = Display printed page as it is but put links to audio file to all printed text. 

Include also a conversation between parents and grandparents, 

whereby parents are inviting the grandparents to go for a picnic

Program T = let users record their voice by making them believe they are talking to 1  

their grandparents on the telephone.

Program T   = include a song about family values and ask users to sing along.2


